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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for inviting us today. I am saying “us” to acknowledge that the substantial work of the program is completed by our network of trained volunteers and the volunteer coordinators. as well as community partners and professional staff with whom I work at the OIC by way of introduction. I am Tim Smolen.  I identify as white, male cisgender, heterosexual and married. I was 60 years old in April 2023, and that is reflected in my calm demeanor and graying hair and beard. This morning I am dressed in <describe>. It is sincerely a pleasure to be here with you. When I talked with Laurie and Matt to arrange this program, I was inspired by their commitment to service and their hopeful attitude. Thank you for making me feel welcome to join you. 



Overview of programs

Program 1: 
• I’ve got UMP and I might change for 2024.

Program 2: 
• I’m in Medicare with PEBB as my ‘other insurance besides 

Medicare’ and I want to compare my options.
Program 3: 

• I’m enrolled in Medicare and PEBB and I’d like to know 
more about how it works – and what comes next
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we get started, let me just say thank you for these programs.  This is the third program in our series.  We’re going to review the first two programs and introduce some new material as well. Our purpose with this final program is to provide context for the OEP for PEBB subscribers - especially those with UMP - about how we got here and what comes next. Let me say again, we’re not trying to influence the decisions people make, we just want to inform people and raise awareness. And of course, we want to help support people with tools and resources if they want to do more research or make a change with their insurance. I’m going to talk through the outline in some detail before we start.



Outline for Program 3

• How did we get here?
• Rate making
• CMS rules
• Risk pools

• Where are we going next?
• What can you do, now?

• Consider your needs
• Research options and know the deadlines and forms
• Get expert help
• Be at peace with your decision
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Change is hard – there is help

• You might feel scared or angry or confused or sad.
• You don’t have to make a change at all. That’s OK.
• There is no right answer or same answer for 

everyone.
• We’re not trying to influence your choice.
• Our goal is just to provide some tools and 

resources.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s be honest: making a change of this kind can feel risky and scary. It might also feel exciting. It might feel sad. In any case, it is effortful.Our purpose in this program is not to influence your choice. It’s OK to decide not to even consider making a change right. Any of the choices there are make sense and are reasonable for some people. We’re not making a judgment and this is clearly NOT a ‘one size fits all’ solution.Our goal is to help you understand you choices and to help guide you to some tools and resources for making these decisions – even if your decision is to not engage at this time.Honestly, we care as much about your feelings as we do about what you know or learn here. We know that many of you are overwhelmed or confused. That’s not at all going to help you to make decisions or get help and support from other people you can trust.So, we hope to provide some practical guidance and also help you feel more calm and secure.



Why this program and these presenters?

• Invited by RPEC 
• Experts with Medicare and other insurance
• Changes in Medicare
• Rate increase for UMP
• We are in addition to not instead of other 

resources
• HCA
• Health plans
• CMS
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We were invited by RPEC and the WEA-R to offer this educational program to supplement the work of the HCA, the health plans, and the Medicare agency. The professional staff of the SHIBA program, in the Office of Insurance Commissioner, Mike Kreidler, are experts on Medicare and related insurance programs.I’m going to be very candid: the driving force behind this program IS the big rate increase for the Uniform Medical Plan (UMP) starting in January 2024. The monthly premium for a retiree with Medicare will be $ <532>. This is an increase of <$95> per month. The rates for all plans for 2024 are posted on the HCA web site. <link> and are available if you call or attend a benefits fair. I know that you don’t all use a computer or don’t have access to high-speed internet service. So, you can certainly reach out to the RPEC or WEA-R for support. NOTE: the rate I just quoted is the a ‘subscriber’ only; which means it is YOUR insurance. There are certainly Medicare retirees who have dependents on their coverage. Please review the rates for your own circumstances. And please be sure to talk with HCA about the rules for making a plan change abd how that affects dependents on your coverage. Rate increases are a fact of life, so why talk about this one now? Good question. There are two reasons. This increase is part of a recent trend so serious that last year HCA proposed closing the UMP plan for Medicare retirees. Most people with Medicare do NOT compare their plan options at all during the annual Open Enrollment Period or Annual Election Period – and a very small number of people who do actually make a change. That’s not OK this year. Why? Because people’s needs change and insurance coverage changes, including Medicare, and people deserve to really understand their rights and protections and options – and the consequences of not making a change.There has to be a reason why we’re doing this together now and an approach, too. So, let’s start there. The audience for this program is retirees with Medicare in the HCA PEBB system. But these same ideas and concepts work for all people in Medicare and most people that have insurance from a former employer.The professional staff of the HCA are experts on the PEBB rules and administration of the health insurance and other post-employment benefits.  Of course, you can also rely on the State Department of Retirement Systems for guidance, too. Please do consult with them and use the excellent materials they provide including print materials, web site contents and links, as well as benefits fairs.



Foundations #1

You are enrolled in Medicare Part A and Medicare 
Part and all those covered services are part of the 
package of benefits you get

• You pay a monthly Part B premium to help offset the cost 
of these claims
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Foundations #2

You elect other PEBB coverage besides Medicare – 
some plans have more protection and some have less
• The general rule that more insurance costs more 

holds true
• However, the monthly premium for each plan is 

not a reliable indicator of the amount of insurance
• There are other forces in play
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Foundations #3

Considering premium rates and premium rate 
increases, the current trends are likely to hold
• They may even accelerate, in the short-term
• Although you may not favor this system it is 

rational
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PEBB Medicare Retiree portfolio
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What is the value?
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• you can’t equate the monthly premium to the value of 
the plan

• when I talk about value I mean at the level of the 
whole group, not for any one person

• the value of the plan is personal: some people care 
more about some things than other things

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The headline, take-away message is that you can’t equate the monthly premium - especially not after the application of the subsidy - to the value of the planIn general, the value of the plan is personal: some people care more about something’s than other things - keeping your own provider is key. So, when I talk about value I mean at the level of the whole group, not for any one person.It’s like public health: population-level, not personal level When the DOW Jones Industrial Average is ‘up’ that does not mean your portfolio or a specific stock you own is up. When unemployment is down, that does not mean you found a job.This house is worth more, this car is worth more; it may not be worth more to you or you may not be able to afford it, or you might just invest your money in other things.  This is what CMS means by “creditable coverage” when they think about Part D – Rx coverage as good as Part D. A whole group of people would pay out of their own pocket, for the market basket of drugs, about the same amount. 



Other forces

• explicit subsidy
• CMS rules
• risk pools
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I surely get that this makes sense: higher premium implies more insurance.It does work like, in general. It’s just that there are other forces at play here. The three most significant of those forces I’m going to describe are: CMS rulesexplicit subsidyrisk pools



Time for some math

• Let’s talk about price and value – they are not the 
same

• The general rule is more protection implies a 
higher premium or a higher premium implies more 
protection. 

• By more protection, we mean is less out-of-pocket 
spending, by you, for medically-needed care.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s do the math and then see the tools, OK?The general rule is more protection implies a higher premium or a higher premium implies more protection. By more protection, the general rule is less out-of-pocket spending, by you, for medically-needed care.



Making rates, Part 1: Medicare Part B

• Start with the current experience of the current 
pool of beneficiaries
• How much more it will cost to pay claims for them next 

year?
• Consider changes in the pool – some people leave, 

some people join
• What will their claims costs be – relative to the people 

still in the pool?
• Calculate the monthly premium for each person, 

based on the federal subsidy amount
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OK, before we talk about UMP, let’s use the Medicare program to illustrate the general approach of a self-funded, self-insured plan The monthly rate for Part B of Medicare is complex math, so please know I have big respect for the people that do this, and I mean no offense by my simplistic example. How much should the premium for Part B be next year?  Let’s try a worksheet. We’re going to get down to a per member per month (PMPM) amount - the same thing as a bid rate - at the end.  Claims costsAdminMarginTotalPeople12 monthsPremium Well, it was $164.90 per person per month in 2023. There were about 64 million people in the program. The Medicare premium you pay is 25% of the totalI’m going to say 5% for admin for easy math (it’s less)So, the total cost of claims is about $500 billion�Next year?We’ll,  some people pass away - sad - some more people become eligible (both over age 65 and under age 65), but the trend is still more people year over year (5%)There will be inflation, of course, that pushes the number higher (5%)The benefit design changed: more benefits - voted by Congress - and there will be some savings, too; so, let’s say on balance each person will cost more (5% net of both)So, our math is that each person costs a little more and there are some more people, so “abracadabra”, after the Treasury pays 75%, the new Part B premium is $175 per person per month.�



Medicare Part B math
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'Annualized' revenue - overall  $ 528 billion 
'Annualized' revenue - beneficiaries  $132 billion 
Number of people 65 million
Per beneficiary per month  $                           169.40 



Medicare premium in context

$508.20

$169.40

US Treasury Medicare beneficiary
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are 2023 figures, of course – they will be different for 2024.



Why does this matter?

It is the foundation for explaining rates for all the 
HCA PEBB Medicare retiree plans.

Practically speaking, this is how rates are made for 
the UMP.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’re going to cover this in much more detail soon.



Making the ‘bid rate’ for UMP

Step 1: calculate the cost of the entire package of 
benefits – what Medicare pays for claims plus what 
UMP pays for claims
Step 2: subtract the payments that Medicare makes to 
providers for covered services (Part A, Part B)
Step 3: this is the UMP “bid rate”
Step 4: apply the explicit Medicare subsidy
Final: based on this rate for a subscriber premium, 
calculate all the other rates for dependents
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Sample math for UMP
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UMP
a Package: Projected cost of claims ($) 1,400$       

b
CMS payments to providers for 
Medicare Part A, Part B covered services

684.06$     

c a-b UMP: Projected cost of claims ($)  $     715.94 

Bid rate  $     715.94 

PEBB Explicit Medicare Subsidy 183.00$     

Per subscriber per month  $     532.94 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is pretty straightforward and does not appreciate ALL of the serious complexity – apologies to the actuaries and others.Basically, Forecast the total cost of claims, for the year aheadAdd in the administrative costs of the program – it’s actually very, very smallEquals the total to collect for the entire groupRate-making in general is about a bid rate, less the subsidy. 



State subsidy for the premium rate
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UMP
Plan G
Retired

Bid rate 715.94$   198.02$   362%
PEBB Medicare Explicit  Subsidy 183.00$   96.03$     
Per subscriber per month 532.94$   101.99$   523%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is one more step to calculate the monthly premium for a HCA PEBB Medicare retiree: the application of the “PEBB Medicare Explicit Subsidy.” This is a line item in the State budget.Subsidizes a portion of the member’s monthly premium ($183 or 50% of the carrier’s final bid rate, whichever is less).The challenge here is that the application of the subsidy distorts the relative value of the package. That means compared to the bid rate – how much insurance are you getting? - and also comparing one HCA PEBB plan to another. In this case, the relative cost of the UMP product compared to the Medicare Supplement Plan G, for people age 65 or older, is now more than five times. Put another way, the cost of Plan G retired is now “only” 20% of the cost of the UMP plan. Does that mean it’s only worth 20% as much? The answer is that it depends upon how much and what kind of insurance you want and whether this is the right investment decision for you. It’s going to be an incomplete comparison until and unless a person also considers their needs and options for Rx drug coverage, with a stand-alone Medicare Part D prescription drug plan. Just to be clear: I am not challenging the merits of the subsidy nor the way it’s being applied. I just want us to not deceive ourselves by looking only at this bottom-line number: in effect the amount deducted from the retirement check.



Illustrated math for UMP premium
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Medicare

Rx drug coverage

State 
subsidy

Member 
premium

Other medically needed care 
services - not covered by 
Medicare

HCA PEBB 
Bid rate

Medicare  
payments to 

providers

UMP

Cost of claims paid by Medicare 
for Part A and Part B covered 
services

Cost sharing for Medicare-
covered services

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All of these examples are simplified and amplified for illustration, but they are ‘correct’ in their utility to your decision-making and explaining where we are and what comes next, OK?This picture shows that the package of benefits provided by the HCA PEBB portfolio includes insurance forcost of claims for Medicare Part A and Medicare Part B services – the green boxother claims costs above and beyond that amount – the orange box – which includescost sharing for Medicare-covered servicesprescription drug coverageother medically needed care, for services not covered by Medicare In the case of UMP, the other claims costs above and beyond Medicare are depicted (by me) as being ‘about as much’ as the cost for Medicare-covered services.



The numbers can “deceive’ us

Before we turn back to math, let me make the 
observation that we should be very careful about 
equating the premium we pay to the value of the 
package – in general or for us, now.

This ‘math’ does not work – and it can deceive us.
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Thought experiment #1

If the UMP bid rate = $715, about equal to 
claims costs after Medicare, what will be bid 
rate for Medicare Supplement Plan G ?

• $150
• $300
• $600
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I just suggested that – for these examples -- the cost of claims for the UMP, after Medicare payments, was about $715 per subscriber per month.



Compare UMP, Medicare Supplement
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Medicare Medicare

Rx drug coverage

HCA PEBB Bid 
rate

n/a

Other medically needed care 
services - not covered by 
Medicare

Medicare  
payments to 

providers

HCA PEBB 
Bid rate

Medicare  
payments to 

providers

UMP

Plan G

Cost of claims paid by Medicare 
for Part A and Part B covered 
services

n/a

Cost sharing for Medicare-
covered services

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the case of the Medicare Supplement Plan G, the other claims costs are ONLY the cost sharing for Medicare-covered services. In other words, the claims associated with this insurance are a fraction of the cost that Medicare paid first for Medicare covered services. That makes sense, right? Because the Medicare Supplement Plan G pays only the remainder of the bill after already Medicare paid. For example, Medicare pays about 80% of the approved cost of a doctor’s visit, and the Medicare Supplement plan pays the remaining 20%.Can you see that because UMP pays a larger share of the cost of claims than the Medicare Supplement Plan it will have a higher premium?This goes to the more insurance costs more principle.Let’s check out the impact of the subsidy.



UMP rate-making in context #1
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UMP
Plan G
Retired

Math
a Package: Projected cost of claims ($) "larger" "smaller"

b CMS payments to providers for Medicare 
Part A, Part B covered services

c a-b Plan: Projected cost of claims ($) X Y
d Plan: Projected administrative costs ($)

e
Plan: Target margin
(or change in reserve)

f c+d+e Sum = revenue needed for group X Y
Number of people
Bid rate  $     715.94  $     198.02 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OKUsing the picture of the package of benefits (Slide 21), let’s unpack rate making for the UMP – compared to rate-making for Medicare Supplement Plan G, for people over age 65.The cost of the whole package – line “a” -- is much larger for UMP because it pays for more claims costs – including Rx drugs and services not covered by Medicare.Medicare is your first insurance and UMP or any other plan pays second; therefore, the total cost of claims for the entire package – line “c” is reduced by line “b”: CMS payments to providers. So, CMS – Medicare -- pays providers first and then UMP or Plan G pays. There is some very small administrative expense for the program, of course. Because most insurance companies are not-for-profit enterprises, we’re going to say ‘margin’ for the amount charged that is more than only the cost of claims of administration. Reserve accounts are required by law. We can talk some more about that later, of course.With that, two steps to go:Calculate the forecast total cost of the plan for the year aheadDivide by the number of people in the pool – and then divide by 12 – to convert an annual amount to a monthly amountSo, the forecast for UMP for 2024 is $715 per subscriber per month. The final rate for Plan G, for people over age 65, is $198.02.I’ll explain the concept of ‘bid rate’ later on. 



Explicit subsidy 
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UMP
Plan G
Retired

a Package: Projected cost of claims ($) "larger" "smaller"

b CMS payments to providers for Medicare Part A, Part B 
covered services

c a-b Plan: Projected cost of claims ($) X Y
d Plan: Projected administrative costs ($)

e
Plan: Target margin
(or change in reserve)

Bid rate  $     715.94  $     198.02 362%
PEBB Explicit Medicare Subsidy 183.00$     96.03$       
Per subscriber per month  $     532.94  $     101.99 523%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The bid rate for the Plan G, for people over age 65, is $198.That’s about 30% of the UMP bid rate. We could say the claims cost, after Medicare payments to providers, for UMP reasonably reflects Rx drug coverage and other medically needed care beyond Original Medicare, so this makes sense, right. The UMP bid rate being 362% of the Plan G bid rate – 3.5 times seems intuitively correct.However, the number that most people see is the final monthly premium amount – after the application of the subsidy: $533 for UMP and $102 for Plan G. It looks like UMP is five (5) times as expensive. Does that mean that Plan G coverage is only 20% of what UMP would pay for my care?No. In fact, Plan G is slightly better than UMP for out-of-pocket costs for Medicare Part A and Part B services. So, what you need to weigh is how much are you willing to pay for insurance for Rx drugs and other medically needed care? Does it rise the level of $400 per month – almost $5,000 per year?It might. But it might not.



Rate models 

1. UMP: self-funded, self-insured pool; negotiated 
provider contracts

2. MedSupp: they bear risk; Medicare contracts 
providers

3. MA-PD plans: they bear risk; negotiated contracts 
with CMS and with providers
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The bid rate is always a forecast of expected claims costs [plus administrative costs, plus margin]In the case of the UMP, the bid rate is to cost of the entire package, less Medicare payments to providersIn the case of Medicare Supplement plans, the bid rate is for the cost of claims for services that covered by Medicare but not paid 100%; for example. The 20% of a covered doctor’s office visit, after Medicare paid 80% of the allowed cost, based on the contractIn the case of the MA-PD plans, the bid rate is the cost of the entire package, less Medicare payments to the insurance company



Original Medicare or Medicare Advantage?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All Medicare beneficiaries – whether in PEBB or not – have a choice about how they will access their Medicare Part A and Medicare Part B covered services and supplies.



Medicare reimbursement

CMS
MEDICARE

Medicare Advantage -
Prescription Drug Plan

MA-PD

Doctor Doctor Pharmacy

October 14, 2023 29WSHIP 2023 Annual Board Retreat

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In original Medicare, providers are paid directly by CMS / Medicare. In my illustration, I am highlighting ‘doctors’, but this applies to all Medicare Part A and Medicare Part B providers.In the Medicare Advantage approach, providers – and here I am including pharmacies – are paid by Medicare Advantage-Prescription Drug (MA-PD) plans that contract with CMS / Medicare.As MA plans become more widespread, there will be implications for MedSupp plans as well as access to providers that are not aligned with MA plans.Let’s look at this in the context of rate-making for the HCA PEBB portfolio. 



HCA PEBB Portfolio in context
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OR

Alternative approaches to 'other insurance besides Medicare'

Original Medicare Medicare Advantage

Uniform Medical 
Plan

Regence

Medicare 
Supplement 

Plan G
Premera

UnitedHealthcare Kaiser Permanente

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The essential fact of this conversation is that all Medicare beneficiaries elect to receive their Medicare Part A, Medicare B benefits through one of two approaches. These approaches are exclusive – you choose one approach or the other. And these approaches direct how you get Medicare Part D benefits, if you elect that prescription drug coverage. Those are “original Medicare” – on the left side, with the salmon colors – and Medicare Advantage – on the right side, with the blue colors.I’ve arranged the HCA PEBB portfolio of plans to illustrate this reality.Let me acknowledge again that there is a Kaiser Permanente plan available in some counties that is aligned to the original Medicare approach; however, for purposes of this illustration it’s more expedient to focus solely on the Kaiser Medicare Advantage plan options. 



Making the rate for the MA-PD plan

Step 1: calculate the cost of the entire package of 
benefits 
Step 2: subtract the payments that Medicare makes to 
the MA-PD plan 
Step 3: this is the HCA PEBB “bid rate”
Step 4: apply the explicit Medicare subsidy
Final: based on this rate for a subscriber premium, 
calculate all the other rates for dependents
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Sample math for MA-PD plan
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MA-PD
a Package: Projected cost of claims ($)  $       1,200 
c CMS payments to MA-PD plan  $          900 
c a-c Plan: Projected cost of claims ($)  $          300 
d Plan: Projected administrative costs ($)

e
Plan: Target margin
(or change in reserve)

Bid rate  $          300        
PEBB Explicit Medicare Subsidy 150$           
Per subscriber per month  $          150 



Illustrated math for MA-PD premium
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HCA PEBB 
Bid rate

MA-PD 
plan

Medicare

Member 
premium

State 
subsidy

Medicare payments 
to the MA-PD plan

Medicare  
payments 
to MA-PD 

plan

Other medically needed care
Rx drugs

Medicare covered services



Compare and contrast
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UMP MA-PD plan

a Package: Projected cost of claims ($) 1,400$               $             1,200 

b CMS payments to providers 684.06$           -$                  

c CMS payments to MA-PD plan -$                  900$                 

c a-b (or)
a-c Plan: Projected cost of claims ($) 715.94$           300$                 

d Plan: Projected administrative costs ($)

e Plan: Target margin
(or change in reserve) -$                  -$                  

Bid rate  $           715.94  $                 300 

PEBB Explicit Medicare Subsidy 183.00$           150$                 

Per subscriber per month  $           532.94  $                 150 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The key here is the relative impact on the bid rate of UMP – which aligns to original Medicare – and UHC – which aligns to Medicare Advantage – of the cost of payments to providers: how much is borne by the carrier (UMOP or UHC) – and then passed on in the form of the monthly premium to the subscriber. The point of this slide is to say that the MA-PD plans receive payments from Medicare (CMS) for provider contracts for doctors and pharmacies. However, the total cost of claims for UMP is reduced only by the CMS payments to doctors.So, the cost that is passed on to subscribers is relatively higher – all things being equal – for UMP compared to MA-PD plans like UHC.That means even if the relative value of the full package of benefits is the same.



CMS rules 
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UMP MA-PD plan

Claims 1,400$               $              1,200 117%

684.06$            -$                   

-$                   900$                  

Bid rate 715.94$            300$                  239%

$ (684.06)$           (900)$                

% -49% -75%

Medicare 
payments

Effect of CMS 
payments on 
bid rate



Actuarial value

• Full SSA retirement at 67, reduced payment at 62, 
increased payment at 70

• Over the course of my expected lifetime, based not 
on me, but on everybody, this would pay out the 
same value over the entire time
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Actuarial equivalent you know from pensions.Full SSA retirement at 67, reduced payment at 62, increased payment at 70.Over the course of my expected lifetime, based not on me, but on everybody, this would pay out the same value over the entire timeIt’s a personal decision-there is no one right answer.In HCA, it’s different if you want survivors benefits, for example.What I am saying in this presentation is two things:that there is no formal analysis of the actuarial value of the UMP compared to UHC or other plans – like UHC – in the portfolio; however, we can imagine that the MA-PD plans are likely pretty well the same, in terms of insurance coveragethat does not mean is ‘about as good’ for YOU, personally



2024 Medicare Supplement Plan G
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Premera 
Plan F

Premera 
Plan G

Bid rate  $     232.14  $     198.02 117%

PEBB Explicit Medicare Subsidy 113.09$     96.03$       

Per subscriber per month  $     119.05  $     101.99 

'Annualized' premium  $  1,428.60  $  1,223.88 204.72$      Part B deductible 

117%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is where the math mostly makes sense, right?The difference in the rates makes sense – proportionally: the plan with more benefits costs more: 17% more.The only difference between these two plans is that Plan F pays the annual Medicare Part B deductible amount.For 2023, that is $226. (It will be more in 2024, for sure. ) Let’s suppose that it goes up 15% higher to $260.So, Plan F costs $409 more per year, right. So, a person is, literally, paying $409 – across the year --  so they don’t have to pay $260 – all at once.That can make sense. But it’s likely more about people not really understanding the math and not really being prepared to make a change.Bear in mind: this is before the HCA PEBB Medicare Explicit Subsidy. After the subsidy, it’s paying $204 more to not pay ‘some amount’ more all at once.The MedSupp plans knows total costs, so they know what they pay, after Medicare, so they know the totals.Premera knows about what each person costs because they have recent experience.In real-life there are other sources of data, too.But your intuition that there is something more afoot is sound.Stand by.



Pause break
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UMP $1,400 Plan F $232

MA-PD $1,200 Plan G $198

Relative 
Cost

117%
Relative 
Cost

117%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, in the example with UMP, the cost of claims was also 17% higher for UMP compared to the MA-PD plan. So, does that mean – before CMS and the explicit subsidy -- that it really is 17% better: more insurance, less out of pocket risk? Is it just a better plan?Not necessarily so. We can be skeptical with good reason.Let’s talk about the third kind of force: risk pools.



Risk pools matter
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Plan G 
Disabled

Plan G 
Retired

Bid rate  $     332.45  $     198.02 

PEBB Explicit Medicare Subsidy 163.25$     96.03$       

Per subscriber per month  $     169.20  $     101.99 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s use the Medicare Supplement Plan G as an example.Remember: these two plans are identical, in terms of benefit design, literally. No difference. So, what explains the difference in the rates? It’s about the expected claims costs for the people in that specific plan.Please note that the descriptors I prefer are:“under age 65” and “age 65 and over” compared to disabled and retired, respectively.Simplifying assumptions Same marginSame administration costsI want to be careful to not say that means one group is ‘sicker’ than another. What it means, literally, is that the expected or forecasted total cost of claims for one group is higher.And again, this means for everyone all together- it does not mean one individual person compared to another individual person. In the case of the MedSupp plans, in the HCA portfolio, people are not choosing one pool or another not choosing one product or another: it’s based on age alone: under age 65, age 65 or older.[Of course, these people did choose Plan G compared to other options in the portfolio.]



Original Medicare 

• In general, the bid rate is a pretty good indicator 
of the value of the plan (at a population level), 
in a way that the subsidy rate is not

• Be aware of risky-ness in the pool
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 So, in general, the bid rate is a pretty good indicator of the value of the plan (at a population level), in a way that the subsidy rate is not, but let’s look at other forces, before we settle.



MA-PD plans

• The bid rate is what the insurance plan needs to 
collect from subscribers, in the form of premium

• The reduced cost of the entire package for other 
things - like your POS cost-sharing — is already 
baked in the cake

• Also baked in are all kinds of other assumptions 
and factors - more another time
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The bid rate minus the subsidy equals the premium.The bid rate is what the insurance plan needs to collect from the subscribers, in the form of premium.The reduced cost of the entire package for other things - like your POS cost-sharing — is already baked in the cake.Also baked in are all kinds of other assumptions and factors - more another time.



Rx drugs

• UMP looks a lot like a MA-PD plan
• The differences are about the details
• Those matter and it’s absolutely worth 

investigating
• It’s not super-easy (sorry)
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HCA PEBB Briefing
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are three points of connection that I’d like for people to make here, Matt. First, this is a forecast. It can’t be precisely right, and it won’t and that’s why there are reserve accounts to build up or draw down; funds in those accounts help us to contend with the reality of the limits of our forecasting. Second, the forecast is dynamic.At the same time that we’re anticipating the future costs for a known group of people based on their recent past experience, we’re trying to imagine the impact of the trend - medical inflation — we’re also making a “what if?” calculation about the impacts of turnover in this pool: how many people will come and how many will go? What is the member count in the per member per month? Third, there is uncertainty about the magnitude of switching, in general. More significantly, what is the educated guess we have about the impacts of these comings and goings on the “risky-ness” of the pool before and after? There is a school of thought that suggests what we call “selection bias.” The people who select the plans with what appear to them to have the most benefits or the most protection are the people who will most likely use those benefits.



Contrived example

Current premium rate = $517
• Medical inflation equals 5%
• Risky-ness increases 10% after enrollment shifts
• More expenses are not offset by Medicare 

payments: 5% more in bid rate
• Rx drugs, other medically needed services

• Subsidy is unchanged
End rate = $706
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Matt, I’m not saying that is what is happening. In fact, I don’t know what’s happening. I’m merely saying that there are factors that increase the complexity of the forecasting and that the increased uncertainty tend to imply more conservative rate-making, which is prudent. So, let’s talk about UMP. Again, this is an oversimplification just to help illustrate a point. There are lots of smart, capable, caring people doing good work to solve this and I mean no disrespect by reducing it to big, round numbers.  To make the rate for any next year, but in our case, for 2024, start with what you know. Let’s try a contrived example.Current spending for the 40,000 people in the group is about $1,400 per person per month. Assume some medical inflation -  as with the Medicare Part B example - let’s say 5% (big round numbers). So, that same group of 40,000 people next year would cost about $1,470 PMPM next year. [$1,200*5%=$70, $1,400 + $70 = $1,470] Now, some people will exit, for whatever reasons, and some people will join, from other PEBB Medicare retiree plans or from the “retired but not Medicare” pool or from active employment in schools or state service, you get the idea.  So, we need to estimate the net impact of that. Let’s say the UMP pool shrinks by 10%. That means we have 36,000 people in the pool, not 40,000. Considering the 36,000 people, do we feel good about the $1,470 PMPM estimate? We might consider that selection bias is real and the 2024 pool is going to be, relatively, more expensive than the 2023 pool. So, let’s assume this effect to push rates higher by 10% PMPM. So, the new pool needs $1,1617 PMPM. Let’s build in one more factor: if proportionally more of the cost of claims is for services that are NOT covered by Medicare - prescription drugs, other medically needed care - the fraction of the total claims paid to providers by CMS will shrink a bit, too. Let’s estimate it slips from 50% to 45%. Again, these are just big round numbers to illustrate broad concepts, OK? Let’s flow that through the bid rate and the subsidy. Presume Medicare pays 45% of the total cost of claims estimate. That means the bid rate is the other 55% or $889. An increase from the prior year, of course. $889 - $700 =  $189. If the subsidy is unchanged, $183, the subscriber premium will increase from $517 to $706.Practically, the entire increase in the bid rate flowed into the subscriber rate. Subscribers might bear all of the cost of medical inflation and the costs associated with selection bias in switching. That makes sense – it’s rational – for a self-insured, self-funded plan.However, it’s painful for individuals to bear.



Contrived math
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Year 1 Year 2
Package: Projected cost of claims ($) 1,400$               $             1,617 
CMS payments to providers 700$                 728$                 
Plan: Projected cost of claims ($) 700$                 889$                 

Bid rate  $                 700  $                 889 

PEBB Explicit Medicare Subsidy 183$                 183$                 

Per subscriber per month  $                 517  $                 706 



Reality check

• Besides the premium, other things do matter so 
much that people will continue to pay quite a lot 
to bear the rate increases. 

• That’s OK. It’s what they concluded.
• Our purpose is not persuasion or influence, it’s 

just education and awareness. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We likely would not be having this conversation except for the rise in premium. However, it’s a great time for a more general conversation about Medicare.



Rx drugs - key concepts 

• Can I get it at all? 
• This is the foundational concept of a formulary

• Do I pay more for some kinds of drugs than others that 
are ‘comparable’? 

• Everyone understands about brand v generic – this concept might be 
called “biosimilar” in the plan descriptions.

• Do I have to try other comparable drugs, first, or face 
limits on my use of these drugs?

• Step therapy is a kind of prior authorization

• Quantity limits often relate to drugs related to addiction
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We need a minute here to talk about Rx drug plans because they are complex. This will matter more to some people than others.For some, it’s about their current utilizationFor some, it’s about protection for unforeseen costsYou can see how this relates to the concept of selection bias.



Provider relations

1. Can keep who I have – or if I need to change, can I 
choose whomever I want?

2. Can I refer myself or it’s managed, restricted, 
directed, prior authorization, referrals, etc.

1. Is there a limited network or penalties for out-of-
network?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Top of mind for may people is their relationship with their own doctor.This means two things: I can keep who I have – or if I need to change I can choose whomever I want.This same reasoning and emotion applies to certain specialty care centers, too.Hospital care matters, in this same regard, but perhaps not as intensely.The related concern about doctors is about specialists.Here there are two things as well:I can refer myself or it’s managed, restricted, directed, prior authorization, referrals, etc.Is there a limited network or penalties for out-of-network



Primary care and specialist providers

• Start with the published provider directory, but 
don’t stop there

• Talk with the person in charge – typically, not the 
provider

• Be clear: Medicare beneficiary 
• with HCA PEBB coverage as secondary insurance

• Uniform Medical Plan (or other PEBB plan, of course)

• Changes do happen -- be persistent and be 
patient, too 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The thing that needs just a little bit of finesse to explain is that Uniform Medical Plan is a PPO – preferred provider organization. UnitedHealthcare is also a PPO.. So, in that way they're very similar. The way in which they're different - that matters -- is that Uniform Medical Plan aligns to original Medicare; UnitedHealthcare aligns to Medicare Advantage. So, I think it's pretty self-evident to people the ways in which Uniform Medical Plan is different than Kaiser: because Kaiser is not a PPO, but an HMO – health maintenance organization, which means that essentially, it's a closed network compared to an open network. We can talk some more about the details about that and the definitions around that. But people intuitively understand the ways in which Kaiser is different. And for some people that's why they like Kaiser the best. And for some people that's why Kaiser is not a primary opportunity in their view. Which is fine, right? Either view is fine.



Some scenarios

Person A: 
The cost matters, of course, but not nearly as much as the 
provider I have or want: I need this provider or program.
Person B: 
I am willing to consider another provider or program, if I 
can save a significant amount of money.
Person C: 
The cost matters to me, but mainly I care about the model 
for care: access, coordination of care.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are an almost limitless number of scenarios, of course.



Example: Medicare retiree with Kaiser

I’m with Kaiser and I’m staying there. For me, it’s 
about all of these things, in combination.
• Premium
• Doctor
• Model of care
• Overall satisfaction
• Don’t prefer to make a change, now 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have to say that for most people, there is not only one thing by itself. In fact, it’s about weighing and measuring – there are trade-off’s – on the one hand, on the other hand.So, let’s start by saying that some people care about different things more than other things, but all the things do matter.



Practical questions

• All things considered is this a much better plan?
• Is it a much better plan for you, now?

• Considering your other priorities and preferences

the difference in final premium rates is 
absolutely not only about the benefit 
design
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The same benefit design can lead to different bid rates based solely on the pool. The observation is that the difference in rates is absolutely not only about the benefit design – especially when we look at “bottom line” rates, after the application of the explicit Medicare subsidy.



This is ‘other insurance besides Medicare’

• You are making an investment decision.
• You make choices like this with other insurance 

products all the time.
• Yes, this can feel different; in fact, it IS different. 

And it also very much the same analysis, too.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When it comes to insurance, there IS such a thing as too much insurance. Your challenge with UMP is not about “does it have value?” Of course it does. It’s a great plan. And you can certainly keep choosing it. What I’m suggesting to you is that this is an investment decision. Considering your own personal circumstances, do you want to invest this amount in insurance to buy this much coverage and access? It might be true. Or it might be true that you’d rather spend less for insurance – even if it means paying more out of pocket when you use medical care – because there are other uses for the monthly premium that you value more. 



Challenges happen

• We all struggle – all the time
• Some people struggle harder – all of the time

• There is help for people with low monthly income
• We’re striving to reach them
• Please help us
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Medicare Savings Programs

• Help to pay Medicare costs
o Pays Medicare Part B monthly premium ($164.90)
o May pay Medicare deductibles and coinsurance

https://www.washingtonconnection.org/home/
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A serious challenge that many seniors face every day is that are vulnerable because they are living very marginal lives. They struggle to get enough to eat, to heat the places they live, to buy medicine, to get to appointments or to have the company of others who love them.I want to close by asking for your help, please, to reach out to people who might qualify for some assistance.

https://www.washingtonconnection.org/home/


Extra Help

• LIS: low-income subsidy
• For Medicare Part D, prescription drug plan costs

https://www.washingtonconnection.org/home
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https://www.washingtonconnection.org/home/


Dental & other post-employment benefits

• Please consult with HCA
• The benefits that are advertised by private market 

MA plans are very limited – and you’d be leaving 
PEBB, too

• Start by talking with your current, trusted provider
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you leave the HCA PEBB portfolio of medical plans, it will affect your eligibility for dental insurance through the HCA PEBB.Be sure to ask lots of questions of the HCA staff and read about it on the web site.



Washington today

In 2020, there are about 1,295,900 people ages 65 
and older. This represents 17% of Washington’s total 
population. 
By 2050, we forecast that the elderly population will 
reach 2,281,200. This represents 23% of the state’s 
total population. (OFM)
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Medicare by the numbers

Medicare Accounts for 21% of National Health 
Spending and 10% of the Federal Budget
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 2021, Medicare benefit payments totaled $829 billion, up from $541 billion in 2011. Spending on Part B services (including physician services, outpatient services, and physician-administered drugs) accounts for the largest share of Medicare benefit spending (48% in 2021).Payments to Medicare Advantage plans for Part A and Part B benefits nearly tripled as a share of total Medicare spending between 2011 and 2021, from $124 billion to $361 billionMedicare spending (net of income from premiums and other offsetting receipts) is projected to rise from 10% of total federal spending in 2021 to 18% in 2032.Funding for Medicare comes primarily from general revenues (46%), payroll tax revenues (34%), and premiums paid by beneficiaries (15%).The Medicare Hospital Insurance (Part A) trust fund, is projected to be depleted in 2028, based on the latest projections from the Medicare Trustees.



Decision-making
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 Traditional Medicare Medicare Advantage
Insurance brokers 30% 31%
Friends and family 14% 20%
Medicare hotline or Medicare.gov 5% 9%
Advertisement on TV or somewhere else 3% 7%
State health insurance assistance program 5% 4%
Did not receive help 45% 37%



PEBB Open Enrollment
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How do I defer?

If you are a retiree eligible to defer, this page will help you 
understand the criteria you must meet and what you need 
to do, by when, to defer PEBB retiree insurance coverage. 
You may choose to defer when you first become eligible 
for PEBB retiree insurance coverage or after you enroll.
https://www.hca.wa.gov/employee-retiree-
benefits/retirees/how-do-i-defer
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the topics that I did not address directly in Program 1 nor Program 2 is the topic of ‘deferring’ retiree coverage.I skipped past this for two reasons:This is not an option for many retirees with Medicare in group plans, so it’s not applicable to a general audienceThe rules for this option in the HCA PEB portfolio are complex. It’s essential that you make contact with HCA PEB to understand the rules, forms and timing and – as ever – be sure you understand the implications for covered dependents.

https://www.hca.wa.gov/employee-retiree-benefits/retirees/how-do-i-defer#:%7E:text=do%20I%20do%3F-,To%20defer%20enrollment%2C%20you%20must%3A,coverage%20will%20be%20automatically%20deferred
https://www.hca.wa.gov/employee-retiree-benefits/retirees/how-do-i-defer#:%7E:text=do%20I%20do%3F-,To%20defer%20enrollment%2C%20you%20must%3A,coverage%20will%20be%20automatically%20deferred


Benefits Fairs

Benefits Fairs
https://www.hca.wa.gov/employee-retiree-
benefits/benefits-fairs-pebb
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
HCA offers a series of in-person benefits fairs.Representatives from HCA PEBB and each of health plans – and folks that can talk about other benefits, too – will be there.

https://www.hca.wa.gov/employee-retiree-benefits/benefits-fairs-pebb
https://www.hca.wa.gov/employee-retiree-benefits/benefits-fairs-pebb


Virtual Benefits Fairs

Virtual Benefits Fairs
https://www.hca.wa.gov/employee-retiree-
benefits/pebb-virtual-benefits-fair/medicare-retirees-
and-cobra-subscribers
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are virtual benefits fairs – which are programs recorded by the plans about their own plans.

https://www.hca.wa.gov/employee-retiree-benefits/pebb-virtual-benefits-fair/medicare-retirees-and-cobra-subscribers
https://www.hca.wa.gov/employee-retiree-benefits/pebb-virtual-benefits-fair/medicare-retirees-and-cobra-subscribers
https://www.hca.wa.gov/employee-retiree-benefits/pebb-virtual-benefits-fair/medicare-retirees-and-cobra-subscribers


Open enrollment webinars (PEBB)

Open enrollment webinars (PEBB)
https://www.hca.wa.gov/employee-retiree-
benefits/open-enrollment-webinars-pebb
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are scheduled programs specifically for Open Enrollment and for Medicare Retirees.

https://www.hca.wa.gov/employee-retiree-benefits/open-enrollment-webinars-pebb
https://www.hca.wa.gov/employee-retiree-benefits/open-enrollment-webinars-pebb


Glossary

https://www.healthcare.gov/sbc-glossary/

https://www.cms.gov/glossary
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is a short one and a long one.Of course, there are lots of others – and there is simply “search per term” using your browser.

https://www.healthcare.gov/sbc-glossary/
https://www.cms.gov/glossary
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